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Welcome to rent-hub
rent-hub is a cloud based tenancy management and communication portal designed to service the 
residential and commercial rental market. 

Whether managing one property or thousands, rent-hub makes management more controlled, 
streamlined and therefore potentially more profitable.

Higher levels of communication, record keeping, compliance, dispute reduction and tenant retention 
are all more achievable using rent-hub.

rent-hub is a universal platform focused on the requirements of all tenancy partners across social,  
private, commercial and student housing…helping landlords, agents and tenants work cohesively 
and efficiently together. 

rent-hub can’t rid the sector of the rogue element, however the level of transparency and protection 
provided, makes it unattractive to those who operate dishonestly...creating a protected community 
for good landlords, agents and tenants.
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Social Housing
A secure, protected platform delivering workflow activities that are simple and effective to use,  
whilst providing higher levels of transparency and engagement across all user groups

Efficiency savings
Improved, streamlined processes for managing property 
portfolios and customer communications. 

Share documents instantly...no more delays caused by 
‘lost’ communications.

A  complete audit trail
Provides a complete record of all communication 
between connected parties: every event and conversation 
throughout the tenancy is logged, date stamped and 
digitally signed.

Improved relationship management
The less confrontational  nature of messaging also 
encourages an increased level of communication and 
makes the tenant feel a valued part of the relationship.

Cloud based 
Available anytime from anywhere with no complex or 
expensive IT set up costs.

Easy to use
A simple, intuitive interface designed to ensure 
maximum user engagement and satisfaction across  
all levels of computer literacy.

“It’s not just about the relationship between 
the landlord and tenant, it’s about inter-
departmental communication; a recorded, 
verified flow of information protecting the 
property AND the users in the event of a 
dispute.”
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Private Housing
Everything you need to help ensure a successful, protected and profitable rental business. rent-hub is the 
only universal tenancy communication and management platform designed to work across private, social 
housing and student sectors.

Honest proactive tenants
rent-hub tenants are happy to be judged on the facts. They 
engage more easily and understand the importance of a 
good tenant landlord relationship. 

A  complete audit trail
Every event and conversation throughout the tenancy is 
logged, date stamped and digitally signed. In the event of 
an issue, the dispute can be judged on the digitally signed 
facts. All messages are also cc’d to your tenants chosen 
email account so they never miss a message.

No hidden costs
With rent-hub everything is included - inventories, 
inspection reports, even our file sharing service is included 
as part of your membership!

Can be introduced at any stage of a tenancy
With rent-hub you don’t need to wait until you start a new 
tenancy. Simply invite your tenant and start experiencing 
the many benefits of rent-hub.

Cloud based & easy to use
A simple, intuitive interface that you can access from 
anywhere in the connected world.

“rent-hub removes the worry associated with 
renting out my property. I think both my tenant 
and I feel reassured that our words can’t be 
twisted and every event is logged for both our 
protection” Jon Walter - Landlord
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Student Housing
Providing student housing is a challenging task. Students away from home for the first time, all trying to 
live up to the ‘party animal’ reputation. Trying to manage the various relationships whilst also keeping your 
property standing has always been a challenge...until now!

More effective fluid property management
Easy to deploy ‘spot checks’ ensure tenants stay aware of 
their responsibility to keep the property clean and tidy. 
Messages sent via rent-hub also seamlessly ‘cc’ to your 
tenants mobile and personal email account to ensure they 
never miss a message.

Involve the guarantor
Protect your property and avoid end of tenancy arguments 
by involving the guarantor...the perfect way to keep 
students in line.

Low or no cost to you...
All the benefits of rent-hub for your organisation at little or 
no cost. Offset the cost to your company by offering your 
guarantors the opportunity to sign up to rent-hub from as 
little as £7.50 per annum.

Cloud based 
Available anytime from anywhere with no complex or 
expensive IT set up costs.

Designed with the student market in mind
rent-hub’s inventory system allows you to assign a different 
student to each room.

“My daughter shares her apartment with nine 
students. I don’t know these people however as 
one of the guarantors I’m financially responsible 
for their actions! I want to be involved in a 
situation I’m financially responsible for” 
Parent Guarantor - Portsmouth
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Dashboard
•  Manage all communication and diary events from one clear focused dashboard.

• Messages are automatically sorted by property and category, ensuring you never miss 
an important communication. Properties with new messages turn blue and rise to the 
top of the list for added visibility.

• All conversations and images are digitally stamped detailing, date, time and  
all participants. All notifications also automatically cc to your recipients chosen  
email address.

• Everything on the site has been engineered for clarity with dedicated search engines 
for messages, properties and tenants.
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Property Overview
• A complete overview of all key tenancy information. Each tenancy has its own 

dedicated environment to ensure documents and communications don’t get confused

• Both tenancy partners are automatically notified when the tenancy enters its last two 
months...ensuring renewals and notices are always issued in plenty of time.

• Your archived tenancies are also stored on this page, simply select the relevant  
tenancy date to retrieve a full history of all communication, inventories and inspection 
reports etc.

• Staying compliant has never been easier; rent-hub provides full details in relation to 
the Deposit Protection Scheme, Gas Safety Certificate, EPC, Smoke Alarms, Carbon 
Monoxide detectors, Right to Rent and How to Rent.

• As with all areas of rent-hub, all information can be downloaded by simply clicking the 
PDF icon.
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Inventory
• Add unlimited rooms to your inventory with the added ability to assign a different 

tenant to each room.

• Add photo’s and comments before asking your tenant to agree the inventory.  
Involving the tenant at every stage of the tenancy dramatically reduces the risk of end 
of tenancy disputes.

• Each time you add a new item and ask the tenant to agree the change, a snapshot of 
the old inventory is created and archived for future use.

• At the bottom of every page you will see the orange live updates lozenge. Simply click 
the lozenge to access messages, make notes and set reminders...all without having 
to leave the page or property you are working on. If you receive an urgent or safety 
related message the lozenge turns red.
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Inspection Report
•  Simply click to create a new inspection template. Each template is auto populated 

from the latest version of the inventory.

• As with the inventory, the inspection report also involves the tenant. One of the 
unique strengths of rent-hub is the fact that all events and communications are agreed 
by all sides. This helps ensure that if a situation does arise, it can be easily resolved.

• Newly generated inspection reports can be emailed to a third party for completion 
outside of the rent-hub ecosystem. Once completed and submitted, the inspection 
report automatically returns to your account. At no point will the third party have 
access to your account or environment.
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Marketing Page
• Create stunning marketing brochures in minutes. rent-hub brochures contain 

everything you need to successfully market your property, including multiple colour 
images, floor-plans and the all important EPC. 

• The marketing page contains a ready to use link making emailing the brochure 
simplicity itself.

• Including landlord information helps ensure you get the best tenant match for  
your property.
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Landlord / Tenant Profile
• All tenants and landlords are invited to create a rent-hub profile. The profile is an 

important part of the rent-hub culture and helps ensure a better landlord tenant 
match, as it enables both sides to understand who their tenancy partner is, their past 
and their future tenancy goals.

• All tenant related documents are also stored in this area. rent-hub always stores 
documents in the most logical place...no more navigating away from the page to look 
for a document.

• Click the guarantor tab to see all guarantor contact details and related documents.
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FAQ
I’m an honest landlord, why do I need rent-hub?
As every conversation and event during the tenancy is digitally 
signed and archived for future use, rent-hub isn’t very popular 
with dishonest landlords or tenants.

rent-hub is about protecting both sides from misunderstandings 
etc. However honest both sides are, occasionally things go 
wrong and when they do, being able to re-read the relevant 
conversations or supply the emails to the adjudication board can 
be invaluable.

I’m fed up with a constant flow of tenants; can rent-hub help 
stabilise my situation?
When anyone signs up to rent-hub they are asked to fill in a 
profile. These profiles help ensure better matched tenancies…
whether you want a tenant for 10 years or just 6 months.

Who is rent-hub aimed at helping, the landlord or tenant?
rent-hub is aimed at providing all the tools required to run a 
successful, safe and proactive tenancy…whether landlord, tenant 
or agent. A successful tenancy is a partnership and it needs both 
sides to engage.

Do you charge extra for Inventories and Inspection Reports?
rent-hub doesn’t believe in ramping up costs through a range of 
add-on modules. You pay one, tax deductible cost and that’s it!

Is it correct that rent-hub works across private, social and  
student housing?
That’s correct, rent-hub is a universal platform uniting all parts of 
the rental sector. Landlords can use the same membership whether 
letting their properties within the social or private sector or a 
combination of both. For new tenants, rent-hub will be a valuable 
companion providing credibility throughout their rental journey.

Do you have an app?
We are in the process of building an app however it’s worth 
noting that rent-hub has been designed to be user friendly across 
traditional computers and mobile devices (down to iPad mini size).

How secure is your site?
rent-hub runs an EV SSL license, the most hacker-proof certificate in 
the industry. For a company to obtain EV certification, the company’s 
legal existence, operational history and physical existence must be 
confirmed. These kinds of certificates are impossible to fake and  
that’s why they get a “very high assurance” grade. 

How secure is your payment gateway?
Our payment partner Stripe is used by many of the worlds biggest 
online companies and is certified to PCI Service Provider Level 1, 
the most stringent level of certification. Stripe also actively work to 
protect against fraud and monitor suspicious transactions. rent-hub 
never stores any of your financial information on our site or servers.
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Also on rent-hub...
• Tenant budgeting software - simple to use, interactive interface to assist tenants with 

management of income and expenditure.

• Trades Database - populate with all your trusted trades for easy ‘in system’ access  
and communication. Use pre defined categories or create unlimited new categories 
via the ‘add new’ button.

• Utilities and Suppliers - populated by the tenant, this area provides the landlord with 
a vital insight into running costs when marketing the property to prospective tenants.

• File Safe - provides all the storage space you need for your private documents, images 
and receipts. Once inside the safe simply click the email icon to seamlessly share your 
files with recipients of your choice.
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